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Abstract

Following a decade of cooperation between East and West, Russia has now
reappeared as the most important threat to members of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO). Russia possesses significant military capabilities, including
nuclear weapons and this, combined with a demonstrated intent to use military force
against its neighbors, makes interaction with Russia a very challenging task for NATO.
This paper discusses key security policy theories and terms, analyzes NATO’s current
strategy and the Russian threat, and discusses how NATO can best deter Russia while
also engaging in dialogue. This paper argues that NATO must combine credible
deterrence with active engagement to address a re-emerging Russia with great power
ambitions. Thus, NATO must focus on fundamentals such as transatlantic cohesion,
unity, deterrence and collective security. Active engagement with Russia must
supplement this deterrent approach to reduce the risk of escalation and conflict.

Deterrence and Engagement – NATO’s Interaction with Russia in a New World
…as part of the Alliance's overall approach to providing security for NATO
populations and territory, deterrence has to be complemented by
meaningful dialogue and engagement with Russia…
—NATO1
Following a decade of cooperation between East and West, Russia has now
reappeared as the greatest threat to the West. During the Cold War, the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization’s (NATO) policy towards the Soviet Union was based on deterrence
and collective defense. Other instruments of security policy, such as compellence and
engagement, supplemented this strategy. To prevent armed conflict with a re-emerging
Russia, NATO must combine credible deterrence with active engagement. This paper
provides a theoretical background regarding key terms and theories in security policy,
analyzes NATO’s current policy and strategy, and assesses the new Russian threat.
The paper then examines which strategies the Alliance can use to deter Russian
aggression at the same time as it seeks cooperation, and concludes with
recommendations for how NATO can combine deterrence and engagement.
Theoretical Foundation
The purpose of theory is, in the words of Carl von Clausewitz, “…to clarify
concepts and ideas that have become, as it were, confused and entangled.”2 Strategic
theory provides a framework for the development of strategic practice based on history.3
Strategic theorists like Clausewitz and Liddell Hart reserve strategy for how to utilize
military means to achieve policy objectives, but the contemporary understanding of
strategy incorporates all means available.
Deterrence is a strategy for countering an opponent and avoiding war based on a
calculation that an enemy will not attack if he knows that the defender can respond

forcefully.4 Deterrence has always been a part of human interaction, but comprehensive
deterrence theories are relatively new. Thomas C. Schelling offers one of the most
comprehensive analyses in Arms and Influence. He argues that to convince an
opponent not to attack, one has to present a credible ability to hurt the opponent to such
a degree that an attack is not an attractive option.5 Schelling states that the deterrent
threat is passive, as the decision to do something is left to the adversary and that it
might be indefinite in its timing.6
Although a passive strategy, deterrence is not without risks. Schelling warns that
there is a danger that in trying to deter one might become engaged in actions that
eventually result in armed conflict. He identifies limited wars and vulnerabilities that
might promote a first strike as elements that increase such risks.7 The potential for
unwanted escalation is nothing new. Thucydides describes this concept in The
Peloponnesian War, where tension between Athens and Sparta gradually increased
and finally resulted in a conflict neither wanted.8 The risk associated with escalation
increased significantly with the introduction of nuclear weapons.
The American military strategist Bernard Brodie was one of the first to publish his
ideas regarding how deterrence could be achieved with nuclear weapons in his book
Strategy in the Missile Age. He argues that the essence of deterrence in the nuclear
age comes from the existence of nuclear weapons combined with the ability to retaliate
after a nuclear attack.9 As the Cold War progressed, this focus on nuclear deterrence
through mutually assured destruction was discussed and criticized. In 1983, the British
historian Michael Howard argued that NATO could not rely solely on nuclear weapons
for deterrence of the Soviet Union, as the cost of using nuclear weapons would be
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totally out of proportion to the potential gains.10 According to Howard, NATO’s
deterrence of the Soviet Union needed to be based on a reliable conventional and
unconventional defense, combined with a credible nuclear capability.11 When comparing
these theories with what happened during the Cold War, it is clear that the ideas
influenced strategy. Examples of this influence are the emphasis on nuclear weapons
as a deterrent and the development of second-strike capabilities based on submarines
during the Cold War.12 The major buildup of conventional forces initiated by President
Ronald Reagan in the 1980s is another example.13 As the Cold War ended, many
hoped that deterrence would be less important and that future efforts could focus on
promoting global peace and prosperity.14
Some former European leaders who supported nuclear deterrence during the
Cold War, now argue for non-proliferation and removal of nuclear weapons, based on
an assessment that the risk is greater than the benefit.15 Others argue that the growth of
China’s economic and military strength, combined with the reemergence of Russia as a
possible opponent to the West, makes nuclear deterrence as relevant as ever before.
One of the more interesting current theories states that a deterrence strategy must have
elements that focus on denial to complement the traditional emphasis on punishment.16
Modern conflicts leave plenty of room for ambiguity, and it is very hard to assess when
the red line for punishment is crossed. Therefore, in exposed areas like the Baltics,
sufficient conventional defensive capabilities are required to make it costly or even
impossible for an opponent to gain territory.17
Unlike deterrence, engagement is not an explicitly defined security policy term.
The purpose of engagement in this context is to reduce the risk of armed conflict by
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keeping communication channels open, building trust, and preventing
misunderstandings. The United States (U.S.) engagement policy towards Iraq in the
1980s that combined military support, diplomatic intercourse, and economic support is
an example of this.18 Engagement has a theoretical foundation in international relations
theory. Liberalism argues that opponents can learn how to cooperate and through this
reduce the risk of conflict. The arms control agreements made between the U.S. and
the Soviet Union during the Cold War is an example often used by liberals to
demonstrate that it is possible to gradually build trust between opponents.19
Constructivism is another perspective in international relations theory and it argues that
interaction between leaders can result in increased cooperation.20 An example of this is
the development of the U.S. – Soviet relationship during the second half of Reagan’s
presidency. A series of summits and top leader engagements with Mikael Gorbachev
resulted in significant arms treaties in the years that followed.21
NATO
NATO’s overall purpose has not changed since it was established in 1949: to
safeguard the freedom and security of all its members by political and military means.22
The New Strategic Concept from 2010, “Active Engagement, Modern Defence,” states
that the Alliance’s three core tasks are collective defense, crisis management, and
cooperative security.23 It was further operationalized in a 2012-review where NATO
declared that it will continue to have a mix of nuclear, conventional and missile defense
capabilities. The review concluded that the Alliance supported existing conventional
arms control treaties and encouraged the U.S. and Russia to reduce their nuclear
weapons.24
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Since the end of the Cold War, NATO has launched several initiatives to create a
good relationship with Russia, and in 2002 the NATO – Russia Council (NRC) was
established. The NRC was to serve as an arena for confidence building and cooperation
to promote common interests.25 It worked well in its early years, but after the Russian
military action in Georgia in 2008, cooperation weakened despite some success in
collaboration with equipping the Afghan Army and joint search-and-rescue exercises.26
The Russian annexation of Crimea in 2014 resulted in NATO suspending all practical
civilian and military cooperation with Russia.27 Political and military channels of
communication, however, remain open to reduce the risk of military incidents.28 It
nevertheless marked a change from viewing Russia as a strategic partner to a source of
instability and insecurity.29 The Warsaw Summit in 2016 is even more explicit and
describes Russia as a reemerging threat to regional stability and peace in Europe.30
NATO’s current deterrence strategy to deal with the Russian threat is to a large
extent in accordance with Howard’s theory from the 1980s of an appropriate mix of
nuclear, conventional and ballistic missile defense capabilities. Also, NATO has
identified civil preparedness as a critical enabler.31 Furthermore, there are elements of
deterrence by punishment where the nuclear weapons are the primary effector and
deterrence by denial where conventional weapons and ballistic missile defense are
most important. NATO still signals that it is ready for political dialogue and encourages
Russia to use all lines of communication, but after more than two decades of
cooperation, NATO is adapting to “a new normal” that may look like a replay of the Cold
War.

5

The Russian Threat
Although both NATO and the U.S. consider the Kremlin a threat, the Russia of
2016 is quite different from the Soviet Union of the 1980s, with significantly reduced
population and military capacity.32 In analyzing the current situation, “threat” should be
seen as a combination of intent and capability to use military means to achieve political
objectives.33 Russia’s military incursion into Georgia in 2008, the annexation of Crimea
in 2014, and the on-going support to and involvement with the separatists in Eastern
Ukraine demonstrate Moscow’s hostile intent. However, by examining Russia’s core
interests related to the countries that make up NATO, one gets a more nuanced picture.
The Russian economy relies heavily on the sale of hydrocarbons to Europe, western
investments, and loans, which ought to promote cooperation.34 But the Kremlin also has
a clear ambition of limiting Western expansion into its neighboring states and preventing
Western influence inside Russia.35 Many Western academics’ view is that the current
Russian political and military leadership think that the West is trying to shrink Russia’s
influence with a long-term goal of toppling the regime.36 Some are even more explicit in
their assessment and argue that Russian leaders perceive NATO expansion as a
strategy of encirclement and that they fear Western attacks.37
Furthermore, the Russian leadership’s frequent use of the term “Russian World”
signals that the ambition is to influence, and if necessary, determine developments in
areas well outside its geographical borders.38 President Vladimir Putin made it very
clear that the West had crossed a red line with Ukraine in his speech to the Russian
parliament on March 18, 2014.39 The Russian overall strategic objective appears to be
to re-establish itself as a great regional and global power, partially motivated by a desire
to have the same level of respect many Russians felt the Soviet Union had during the
6

Cold War.40 The belief in a Great Russia is also part of the Russian identity and thus a
part of the Russian culture. One of the most important instruments of power utilized to
achieve this is military power. The substantial resources allocated to the modernization
of the Russian military capabilities, including the nuclear forces, reflect this belief in the
importance of the military.41
Nuclear weapons are still the backbone of the Russian armed forces, and
Moscow continues to rely on nuclear deterrence.42 The Russian modernization program
reflects the importance of nuclear weapons and has given them top priority.43 Russia is
maintaining a stockpile with about 4500 strategic and tactical nuclear warheads.44
However, American conventional capabilities for global strike have led Russia to
conclude that it can no longer rely solely on nuclear deterrence. The modernization
program, therefore, includes a broad range of conventional weapons as well.45 The
individual soldier is equipped with new and modern equipment, and overall the
modernization seems to have led to an increase in the standing and confidence of
Russian troops reflected by the fact that “they look good.”46
In addition to modernizing hardware, the Russians are updating their doctrine
with the most significant new element being an emphasis on “non-linear warfare.”47 This
doctrine, often termed ‘hybrid warfare’ in the West, emphasizes the integrated use of
conventional and non-conventional military force combined with political, informational,
and other non-military means.48 Assessments indicate that the use of non-conventional
warfare worked better than the Russians had expected when they first used it in
Crimea. But, in Ukraine, the fight quickly became a conventional fight emphasizing
typical Russian priorities like extensive use of indirect fires and mechanized warfare.49
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Another new doctrinal element being discussed in Russia is nuclear “deescalation;” the use of low-yield nuclear weapons early to end a conventional conflict.50
Just like unconventional warfare, this is not new and a similar strategy, “Flexible
Response,” was NATO’s strategy during parts of the Cold War.51 Nuclear de-escalation
has yet to appear in official Russian doctrine, and it is not clear if this is an official
strategy. One school of thought argues that there is not sufficient evidence to confirm
that this is part of the official policy and that this most probably is an attempt to leverage
the Russian status as a nuclear power.52 Others argue that there are clear indications
that nuclear de-escalation is a part of official policy, even though it has not yet been
published as doctrine, and that NATO must act accordingly.53
Finally, Russia has demonstrated increased ability and will to execute military
operations outside its territory. Operations in Ukraine and Syria combined with
numerous exercises show clearly that the Russian military is capable of fast strategic
movement, rapid concentration, and fielding of very competent conventional forces.54 In
areas like the Baltics, the Arctic, and the Black Sea, the Russian capacity in the first
days and maybe weeks exceeds NATO’s military capacity.55 Russian military forces are
going through a major modernization and this, combined with new doctrine and
improved ability to project power, have significantly increased their military capability.
NATO must, therefore, deal with a Russian threat consisting of demonstrated intent to
use military means against its neighbors and significantly increased military capabilities.
NATO’s Future Deterrence Strategy
NATO’s official deterrence strategy from 2012 states that its existing mix of
nuclear, conventional and missile defense capabilities provide an effective deterrent.56
To evaluate whether deterrence towards Russia is effective, NATO must continuously
8

assess Russia’s political intent and military capabilities. History is full of examples of
strategic miscalculations of the adversary’s intent or capabilities. An example of this is
the lead-up to Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990 where the U.S.
underestimated the Iraqi leader’s intent and willingness to use military power against his
neighbors.57 Understanding how Russia perceives NATO’s decisions and actions is also
essential to be able to forecast possible reaction.58 This requires a drive to know more
about Russia, as George Kennan stated in his famous long telegram; “We must study it
with the same courage, detachment, objectivity, and same determination not to be
emotionally provoked or unseated by it, with which a doctor studies an unruly and
unreasonable individual.”59 The Strategic Empathy concept is helpful in this regard: it
relies on knowledge about the involved actors, but also emphasizes active attempts to
consider an issue from perspectives other than one’s own.60 In many ways, this is
similar to when Sun Tzu stressed the importance of knowing your enemy in his classic
The Art of War.61 For NATO, increased understanding of the Russian history, culture
and mindset will help forecast reactions and reduce the risk of strategic mistakes based
on false assumptions or miscalculations.
Understanding based on knowledge, combined with deterrence theory, provides
a useful basis for developing a comprehensive and suitable NATO deterrence strategy.
As the Russian threat is multifaceted, NATO’s response must combine a credible ability
to deter by punishment and denial, ensure cohesion and prepare the Alliance for future
challenges. At the Warsaw summit last summer, NATO reconfirmed that nuclear
weapons are the supreme guarantee of the security of the Alliance and thus an
essential component of NATO’s strategy.62 This sends a clear message to Russia that
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the employment of nuclear weapons, even if they are tactical nuclear weapons, would
fundamentally change the nature of a potential conflict.63 Recent U.S. plans to update
and modernize its nuclear arsenal also illustrate the importance of such weapons.64
Some experts argue that modernization should include the development of a broader
variety of lower-yield weapons and more tailored options as a way to effectively respond
to the Russian modernization of weapons and doctrine.65 Others criticize this approach
and argue that the U.S. and NATO ought to focus on conventional capacities as this is
what the Russians fear most, instead of using vast sums of money for modernizing
nuclear weapons, including developing low-yield weapons..66
It is too early for NATO to move away from nuclear weapons as the ultimate
deterrent with superior ability to “hurt.” However, there are conventional weapons in
NATO’s arsenal capable of inflicting significant damage to Russia, and hence these are
very useful in a gradual escalation. NATO’s deterrence by punishment thus relies on
both nuclear and conventional weapons. However, nuclear weapons and the most
potent conventional weapons will have a high threshold for use and approval of use
could be challenging for a consensus-based organization like NATO.67 Therefore, NATO
must also be able to deter by denial.
Deterrence by denial is based on making it costly or even impossible for an
adversary to gain territory.68 Since the Russian annexation of Crimea, many academics
have argued that NATO must be able to prevent Russia from creating fait accompli
situations by seizing NATO territory unopposed or with minimal opposition.69 NATO’s
initial response to this challenge was to establish new high-readiness forces, the VeryHigh Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF) and to triple the size of the remaining NATO
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Response Forces (NRF).70 NATO furthermore decided at the Warsaw summit to
establish enhanced forward presence in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland with four
multinational battalion-sized battlegroups.71 Critics have claimed that these battalionsized battlegroups would not be enough to make a Russian attack sufficiently difficult
and have therefore argued for a brigade-sized element in each of the three Baltic
States.72 Others claim that a heavy forward ground presence might make conflict with
Russia a self-fulfilling prophecy, would be too vulnerable to Russian strike capabilities
and argue that NATO ought to focus on long-range strike capabilities based on air and
sea platforms.73
A military assessment of what force ratio is required to deny Russia access to the
Baltics indicates that a brigade-sized formation is needed in each country.74 However,
when deciding strategy, aspects other than the military are important. First of all, the
fact that the ground forces already allocated to the Baltics are multinational battalionsized battlegroups means that an attack against one member of NATO is an attack on
all. Thus the deterrence effect of these units is larger than the size indicates. Secondly,
a large NATO ground force in the Baltics would be very close to Russia’s second largest
city St. Petersburg and might be perceived as a significant threat.75 A NATO presence in
the Baltics with three brigades might, therefore, be unnecessarily large to deter and
could even have the opposite effect and provoke a Russian attack. The alternative
approach with a small ground force and emphasis on long-range strike capabilities
would not have the same potential negative effects. However, it does neglect the fact
that the size of the ground force is important to have a credible deterrence by denial.76
Focus on long-range fires from air and sea platforms fits very well into the Russian
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hybrid warfare playbook where ambiguity in regards to what is happening is the desired
effect. Difficulties associated with determining what is happening and risks of collateral
damage make this an ill-suited approach for NATO.
All things considered, NATO’s decision to deter by denial with four battalion-sized
battlegroups in the Baltics and Poland seems to be a wise approach. Having said that,
this rather small military force must be made up of high-quality combined arms units to
have the required denial capability. Furthermore, it must be backed by additional high
readiness and follow on forces with updated advanced plans and training.77 But, NATO
faces the challenge to deter by denial Russian aggression in other areas than the
Baltics.

Figure 1. NATO - Russia78
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Russia and NATO share borders in the Arctic with the Norwegian – Russian
border.79 The North Atlantic Ocean and the Arctic are of considerable economic and
strategic military importance to Russia with its significant natural resources and
important naval bases.80 Ballistic missile submarines are essential components in
Russian deterrence, and therefore a tense situation or a conflict anywhere in the world
involving Russia would probably lead to the initiation of the Bastion Defense concept.81

Figure 2.The Russian Bastion Defense.82
For NATO this presents several challenges. Under the Bastion Defense concept,
the Russian military will deploy forward from its bases in the Arctic to deny others
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access to the area and thereby protect their nuclear second-strike capacity. The Bastion
Defense might include a broad range of activities like naval operations to disrupt or stop
Western navies’ operations in the North Atlantic and the transatlantic supply routes, the
occupation of territories in areas like the northern parts of Norway and even strategic
cruise missile strikes against the U.S. homeland.83 The Russian threat towards NATO in
the Arctic and the Atlantic Ocean is different than the one the Alliance faces in the
Baltics and thus requires a different strategy.
First of all, it requires NATO to step up its maritime presence and capabilities to
deter the Russians and secure the transatlantic sea lines of communication. Increased
emphasis on naval presence and capabilities will supplement the land focused
response and is in accordance with the decisions at the Warsaw summit.84 Furthermore,
as these activities are in international waters and airspace, they should not provoker
Russia. 85 However, the available resources would determine if an ambition of
deterrence by denial is achievable in the North Atlantic or if a lesser ambition will have
to suffice.86 As with the Baltic States, there is also a requirement for ground forces in
northern Norway that can physically resist any attempts to seize and take control of
territory. Much like during the Cold War, Norway is doing this with its ground forces, but
as these are limited, NATO reinforcements might be required early in a crisis.87 Regular
exercises in Norway and forward deployment of equipment is therefore required to
reinforce deterrence.88
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Figure 3. Conflicts in the Black Sea Region89
The Black Sea region is another area of strategic importance for NATO as it has
important transit routes for energy and several frozen conflicts.90 The annexation of
Crimea in 2014 demonstrated that this is an important region for Russia as well. The
Russian military has increased its capabilities in the Black Sea region to include antiaccess area-denial capabilities.91 Following a similar strategy as in the Arctic, NATO’s
strategy to deter by denial in this region area ought to prioritize naval and air assets
capable of operating in international waters and airspace.92 Due to legal limitations, the
naval presence in the Black Sea will require careful coordination to ensure that it is
effective without violating international regulations.93 NATO’s decision during the
Defense Minister meeting in February 2017 to increase naval presence and
coordination in the Black Sea region will, at least partially, improve the Alliance’s ability
15

to deter by denial in this critical region.94 Furthermore, NATO ought to continue with
exercises and other activities for ground forces to boost the Alliance’s capabilities in the
Black Sea region through the “tailored forward presence” initiative.95
How NATO uses its military assets to deter by denial or punishment is significant,
but efforts to ensure that the Alliance remains a cohesive and renowned organization by
its members and potential adversaries is equally important. Several initiatives contribute
to this, such as the decision to increase the size of NATO’s high readiness forces and
the ability to find political agreements that clearly state that Russian aggression is not
acceptable. However, at the end of the day, NATO’s credibility as a military alliance
relies on having robust and responsive military capabilities. The U.S, by far the most
militarily capable member of NATO, has significantly increased funding for forward
military presence, exercises, and prepositioning of equipment in Europe which clearly
demonstrates the U.S. commitment to the Alliance.96 To realize the required capabilities
for additional follow-on-forces or reinforcements, the European members must step up
their military commitments with special emphasis on increasing defense spending to 2%
within a decade.97 Increased defense spending would increase the military capability of
the Alliance and signal that the European countries are willing to pay their share for their
security, which is imperative to maintain a strong transatlantic link and the cohesion of
the Alliance.98 NATO’s members must also increase the resilience and robustness of the
civilian society member countries, including protection of key capabilities such as power
supply, water sources, and communication networks.99
Finally, NATO’s deterrence strategy must not only address the issues facing the
Alliance today, but it must also prepare for future challenges. As with current priorities,
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these efforts must contribute to NATO’s deterrence and the resilience of the Alliance
and its members. Examples of areas NATO ought to prioritize are cruise missile
defense systems, space, and cyber capabilities. Today many of these capacities are
under strict national control, but to prepare for the future NATO must attempt to
integrate such capabilities.100
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of both existing and future deterrence
efforts, the three C’s – clarity, capability, and credibility – are a useful tool.101 Clarity
about red lines is essential for deterrence and NATO made this very clear at the
Warsaw summit. Capability to respond in a way that will make the cost higher than the
gains for an aggressor is also important to deter, and NATO must increase defense
spending, readiness, and military capabilities to make sure that this is the case related
to Russia. Credibility links to the obligation to fulfill one's commitments and NATO can
ensure this by a combination of increased defense spending, forward military presence
and demonstrated readiness and cohesion. In summary, the status of NATO’s
deterrence is rather good and by realizing the decisions from the summits in Wales and
Warsaw that can continue to be the case. However, like during the Cold War,
deterrence alone is not sufficient, NATO must also engage Russia through dialogue and
other means.
Engagement
Critics of NATO’s decision to combine deterrence with dialogue argue that active
engagement will lead to continued aggression as the Russians would perceive this as
weakness and acceptance of their claims. The unsuccessful British attempts to placate
Hitler by offering him territorial and political concessions to avoid armed conflict in the
lead up to the outbreak of the Second World War are often used to argue against this
17

approach.102 Opposing this view is the perspective that engagement, combined with firm
deterrence, is the best way to minimize the chance of an armed conflict. While
deterrence motivates the adversary to retain from armed conflict, engagement provides
arenas for peaceful and constructive cooperation thus avoiding a situation where the
opponent feels forced into using armed force to achieve his goals. The academic Robert
Jervis has studied the reasons for armed conflict and concludes that a country is
especially likely to strike when it feels it can win a war now, while the chances of a
diplomatic settlement are small and the military situation and balance is likely to
deteriorate.103 For NATO this implies that even though military strength continues to be
essential to deal with the Russian threat, it must be combined with diplomatic and other
efforts to ensure that there are other options available than the military option.
NATO’s decision on a dual strategy of deterrence and dialogue was first of all
necessary to achieve consensus among its members. Expanding this to include other
forms of engagement is in accordance with NATO’s Cold War strategy, the 1979
Double-Track Decision.104 Another example is the Obama administration’s approach to
China from 2009 where engagement was used actively to reinforce areas of common
interests and address sources of mistrust thus reducing the chance of conflict.105 Adding
to this argument is the assumption that regular dialogue and personal relationships built
over time are crucial to avoid misunderstanding in a crisis.106
The most significant effect NATO wants from engaging Russia is to reduce the
chance of confrontation. Therefore, dialogue with Russia is the priority as it lays the
foundation for increased cooperation, reduces suspicion and builds trust.107 The
principal structure for this dialogue ought to be the NRC.108 This dialogue does not mean
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that NATO accepts Russian actions in Ukraine and Crimea, but signals that NATO
believes dialogue is necessary. This political dialogue ought to focus on common
interests like the situation in Afghanistan, Syria, WMD proliferation, and counterterrorism.
Dialogue is also useful to reduce the risk associated with close encounters
between military forces from NATO and Russia as these might result in accidents or
unnecessary escalation.109 To address this issue, NATO ought to reinitiate the
suspended strategic military dialogue with Russia with emphasis on reducing the risk
associated with such encounters. To stimulate this dialogue and to build trust, NATO
and its members should continue to notify Russia about military exercises even if
Russia is not doing the same.110
Renewed dialogue is the foundation for more engagement and one of the areas
NATO ought to pursue is arms control as it did during the Cold War. The Treaty on
Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE) from 1990 is an example of fruitful
cooperation in conventional arms control between NATO and Russia. However, this
cooperation gradually broke down from 2007, and in 2015 Russia suspended all
activities related to this treaty.111 The utility of conventional arms control is larger than
ever with both NATO and Russia increasing their deployed conventional forces in
border areas like the Baltics. For Russia, this could present an opportunity to reduce
NATO’s footprint on their doorstep, and for NATO this represents an opportunity to
lessen the threat of a Russian surprise attack.112 By initiating new efforts to establish a
conventional arms control agreement with Russia, NATO signals a willingness to
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engage in constructive efforts to reduce the risk of a crisis or armed conflict to both
domestic and international audiences.
Renewed discussions on conventional arms control could also open up for
renewed dialogue about nuclear weapons control as Russia has stated that lack of an
agreement that limits conventional armed forces in Europe is among the reasons for
refusing to proceed with nuclear weapons control negotiations. However, as the U.S. is
in possession of most of these weapons and because previous agreements in this area
have been bilateral between the U.S. and Russia, these negotiations will be of a
different character than the talks about conventional arms control. The New Strategic
Arms Reduction Treaty (New START) from 2011 shows that this is possible even if
Russia so far has shown little interest due to trepidations about NATO’s Ballistic Missile
Defense program and U.S. conventional strike capability.113 As with conventional arms
discussions, renewed initiatives in this area by NATO and the U.S. will demonstrate a
willingness to find ways to reduce the tension and risk of armed conflict with Russia.
Arms control and dialogue are both important dimensions in a NATO policy to
engage Russia, but additional areas of cooperation ought to be explored. In the period
before the Russian annexation of Crimea, NATO and Russia cooperated closely in
military exercises, security assistance, and operations.114 Renewed attempts to
cooperate ought to be focused on areas like search and rescue in desolate regions
such as the Arctic, counter-terrorism information exchange, and mechanisms to
deconflict military activity and exercises. Additionally, NATO ought to promote military
bi- or multilateral cooperation between its members and Russia where this is relevant.
An example of such cooperation is the newly established Arctic Coast Guard Forum
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where officials from NATO-countries like the U.S, Norway, and Canada meet their
Russian counterparts.115
The dialogue and cooperation listed above can be adjusted based on Russian
reactions and their willingness to engage positively with NATO. NATO will by these
initiatives signal that it is willing to engage Russia in a broad range of areas, but this
does not mean that NATO is prepared to compromise on all issues. An example of
where NATO ought to stand firm is the question about ballistic missile defense and
Russian requirements that missile defense must be constrained in a legally binding
manner.116 These conditions might lead to a situation where the ballistic missile defense
systems are so restricted that they will not be able to execute their mission properly.
However, NATO must be willing to discuss mechanisms for transparency and also
limitations to the number of systems. Another example where disagreement is likely is
the question about NATO expansion. NATO must make it very clear that only the
applicant nation and the existing members decide the question of NATO membership.
Furthermore, most important for NATO’s decision in regards to new members is the
influence further enlargement of NATO would have on the alliance’s ability to execute a
credible deterrence and if necessary collective defense.
Conclusion and Recommendations
NATO is facing several challenges, and the Russian threat is the most important
due to the combination of significant military capabilities, including nuclear weapons,
and demonstrated intent to use military force against its neighbors. To address this
broad range of challenges and threats, NATO must return to basics with an emphasis
on transatlantic cohesion, unity, deterrence and collective security. This paper
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concludes that NATO’s approach to the new Russia is to balance clear and credible
deterrence with constructive and realistic engagement.
This is in many ways similar to the approach attempted during the Cold War, but
as NATO has increased from 16 to 28 (soon to be 29) member nations, and because
Russia is very different from the Soviet Union, NATO must do more than copy or seek a
replay of Cold War strategies. NATO must modernize and update its deterrence
strategy and expand from dialogue to a more active and comprehensive engagement
strategy. Based on the analysis provided, the following recommendations ought to be
considered as NATO moves forward to address the Russian threat:


NATO must deter Russia as much as required and at the same time engage
as much as possible.



NATO must combine deterrence with engagement to avoid an armed
confrontation with Russia. NATO is in military terms far superior to Russia,
and active attempts to find peaceful solutions will be a sign of strength, not
weakness.



NATO must strengthen its collective ability to assess Russian military
capabilities and political intent to avoid strategic miscalculations through the
concept of Strategic Empathy.



NATO’s deterrence strategy must consist of a credible ability to both deter by
punishment and denial. NATO’s deterrence by punishment is based on
modern nuclear weapons, supplemented by capable conventional weapons.



NATO’s deterrence by denial has mainly been based on ground forces,
supported by other capacities including ballistic missile defense. NATO’s
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posture to deter by denial in the Baltics and Poland is wise, and ought to be
expanded with increased presence of naval forces on NATO’s flanks to
ensure sufficient military capabilities.


NATO’s standing as a military alliance relies on it having credible military
capabilities and a strong transatlantic link. To ensure this, the European
members must pay their share and increase their high-end military
capabilities and resilience.



Active political and military engagement with Russia is important if NATO
wants to reduce the risk of unwanted escalation that ends in an armed
conflict. This engagement must include political and military dialogue,
attempts to revive conventional and nuclear arms control negotiation and
renewed military cooperation.
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